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When rhythmic firing is elicited in cat spinal motoneurons by long-lasting depo-
larizing currents, the `threshold' voltage from which each spike arises may appear to
be quite constant (Fig . IA, arrow) . If one probes for the threshold during the inter-
spike interval (ISI), however, it is seen to fall well below this level, rising towards it
later in the ISL Exceptionally large depolarizing afterpotentials may intersect this
threshold time course shortly after a spike, causing an extra spike . The extra spike
itself may also similarly produce another extra spike ; thus a regenerative cycle may
produce a burst of spikes at a high firing rate .

Rhythmic firing was produced by steps of current injected through the intra-
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tials (EPSPs) could be produced by electrical stimulation of dorsal roots . The EPSPs
were timed to appear at various points during the rhythmic firing sequence. Sixteen
cats were lightly anesthetized with pentobarbital and paralyzed with gallamine ;
standard acute recording methods were utilized. By quantifying dV/dt near threshold,
a threshold criterion was developed which corresponded to visual judgments . All
data refer to adapted firing rates within the primary range of the frequency-current
relation's ; membrane potential trajectories between spikes were the scoop-ramp
sequence characteristic 25 of the primary range .

Fig. I illustrates 3 major properties of threshold behavior during rhythmic
firing. (1) Threshold recovers rapidly after a rhythmic spike, falling below the level
of the `normal' rhythmic spike threshold (cf., constant firing level in Fig. I A) by the
time of the peak of the delayed depolarization (Fig . 1C and D) . Threshold then con-
tinues to fall below `normal' values early in the ISI . (2) Threshold rises during most
of the ISI ; its time course, F(t), typically intersects the membrane potential trajec-
tory, V(t), at the end of the ISI as expected (Fig . 1B) . (3) In other motoneurons, F(t)
seems to intersect V(t) well before the end of the ISI as seen in Fig. ID (open arrow) .
After this intersection, any rapid change in membrane potential seems to elicit a spike .
There is, however, a ceiling upon the `accommodation' corresponding to the appar-
ently constant thresholds of Fig . IA ; this suggests an analogy to the current ceilings
described in classical accommodation experiments 2 . This anomalous behavior of
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Fig . l . A : rhythmic firing of a cat spinal motoneuron in response to a 14 nA step of injected current
through the recording microelectrode . Delayed depolarizations following spikes are seen to `adapt'
by becoming less elevated with successive spikes . Arrow denotes apparently constant threshold level .
B : membrane potential trajectory between spikes, V(t), in another motoneuron ; many adapted ISIs
have been superimposed photographically . An. EPSP is used to probe for threshold during the ISI ;
only the rising part of the EPSP is seen, with the interpolated spike and its aftermath suppressed for
clarity . The time course of the threshold, F(t), is indicated in small arrows . C, D : same motoneuron
as in A . F(t) and V(t) at two different firing rates, caused by 25 and 14 nA currents respectively . F(t)
seems to intersect V(t) before the end of the ISI (at level indicated by open arrow), unlike the more
typical behavior seen in B .

threshold is presumably related to phenomena seen when conditions for rhythmic
firing are marginal 3 . Thus, while spike generation often may be described as originating
from `threshold crossing' and while one may thus characterize a'threshold time course',
there are also situations during rhythmic firing where this descriptive characterization
is inadequate .

In attempting to relate the F(t) behavior described here to traditional notions
of threshold, one must remember that rhythmic spikes are a repeated response to
sustained depolarizing currents ; traditional concepts of threshold and spike genera-
tion assume a silent cell and a sudden transient depolarization . Adrian' tried to extrap-
olate the latter notions to explain rhythmic firing, suggesting that the relative
refractory period controlled the firing rate . The alterations in the membrane potential
trajectory between spikes primarily account for the changes in rhythmic firing rate 24 ' 25 ,
not Adrian's model nor the threshold behavior described here . The rapid fall of
threshold reported here may, however, account for the extra spikes which appear to
arise out of large depolarizing afterpotentials .
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Fig . 2 . Extra spikes arising from delayed depolarizations crossing the falling threshold . All records
from a single motoneuron . A : trial where no extra spikes occurred ; note large hump-type delayed
depolarizations starting with second spike but declining with later spikes . Right column are computer-
magnified versions° of the early portions of the spike trains in the left column . B : trial in which one
extra spike is seen after second rhythmic spike . Note large delayed depolarization following extra
spike (arrow) . C: two extra spikes are seen following second rhythmic spike . Note smaller delayed
depolarization after second extra spike (arrow) . D : extra spikes after both first and second rhythmic
spikes . Threshold-straddling behavior seen by comparing A, B, and C, together with recovered F(t)
values by the time where delayed depolarization peaks occur (Fig . I C and D), suggests that delayed
depolarizations cause a regenerative cycle to produce burst firing .

Sometimes a motoneuron fires two or three spikes where only one is expected,
e.g ., occasional double spikes during otherwise rhythmic firing to steady depolarizing
currentsa , t 3a . Exceptionally large hump-like delayed depolarizations are observed in
such cases 7 , with the extra spike arising from the delayed depolarization . While
depolarizing afterpotentialst 5 have been previously seen in conjunction with burst
firing", 13,14,26, this observation marked a clear separation of the standard variable-
IS1 rhythmic firing process (which converts depolarizing current magnitudes into
proportional firing rates) from the relatively fixed-ISI regenerative firing arising from
the depolarizing aftermath of an antecedent spike .
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Regenerative firing is seen in records from another motoneuron (Fig . 2) ; extra
spikes often appear after the second rhythmic spike at some current levels . Large
delayed depolarizations are seen (Fig . 2A), often prominent after the second rhythmic
spike but less elevated (relative to the rhythmic spike thresholds) by the later spikes
in the train . Since threshold has typically recovered to the level of the rhythmic spike
threshold by the time of the peak in the delayed depolarization (Fig . 1C and D), the
delayed depolarizations in this cell would appear to have straddled threshold, often
causing an extra spike (compare Fig . 2A with 2B) . Fig . 2B (arrow) indicates that the
extra spike itself has a large delayed depolarization ; Fig. 2C indicates that it some-
times evoked another extra spike, i .e ., a regenerative cycle .

The changing nature of the delayed depolarization with successive spikes may
often be sufficient to explain the termination of the regenerative cycle . In many
motoneurons 7 , the delayed depolarizations `adapt', becoming smaller or less elevated
later in the train (Figs . I A and 2A) . The extra spikes might merely contribute to this
adaptation, thus shutting off the burst (Fig. 2C, arrow). Some motoneurons also show
a missing or poorly developed delayed depolarization after the first rhythmic spike
of a train? (Fig . 2A), making extra spikes more likely after a later rhythmic spike
(as in Fig. 2B and C) . In some motoneurons (Fig . IA), the delayed depolarization
is always present after the first spike . Even in cells where it is typically absent, it
occasionally appears . Fig. 2D appears to illustrate such a case ; extra spikes are seen
following both the first and second rhythmic spikes .

It is thus possible to distinguish 3 modes of repetitive firing : (a) an occasional

spike mode where input depolarizations cross threshold only occasionally (at times
long compared to spike afterpotential durations) ; (b) a rhythmic firing mode where
prolonged depolarizing input currents would result in a membrane potential above
threshold were it not for the spike afterhyperpolarization (thus converting current
magnitude into firing rate) ; and (c) a regenerative firing mode (occasionally seen super-
imposed upon the other modes) where depolarizing spike afterpotentials intersect
the falling threshold to cause extra spikes . Patterned synaptic potentials, where each
peak accounts for a spike, have long been recognized 10 as being incapable of explaining
most rhythmic firing phenomena .

While definitive identification of the mode depends upon intracellular studies,
the modes may sometimes be tentatively identified from spike timing patterns alone
(as obtained from extracellular recordings, single unit EMGs, etc .). For example,
ISI > 150 msec in motoneurons suggests the occasional mode ; regular ISI < 150 msec
suggests the rhythmic mode ; ISI < 5 msec could come from either rhythmic or regen-
erative modes . Spike patterns are very important : a burst which always stops before
ISIS lengthen beyond 5 msec (high-frequency-only property) suggests the regenerative
mode. Indeed, if such bursts are very stereotyped, postulating the rhythmic mode
would require a large stereotyped synaptic depolarizing wave followed by a sharp
wave of inhibition to suddenly stop the discharge without a gradual decline in firing
rate.

An important class of neurons with stereotyped, high-frequency-only, spon-
taneous bursts are those in human epileptogenic focis . In these neurons, as well as
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those of chronic epilepsy preparations in monkeys 9,28 , a subclass of such bursts can be
seen where the burst is stereotyped and high-frequency-declining from the second
spike onwards ; the first spike occurs at various times before this stereotyped event .
This 'long-first-interval' pattern is strikingly similar to the motoneuron firing patterns
seen in Fig . 2B and C where regenerative firing started after the second rhythmic spike
(presumably because of the propensity of some motoneurons to omit the delayed
depolarization after the first rhythmic spike) . While only intracellular studies of the
repetitive firing mechanisms of chronic epileptic neurons will be definitive, one may
hypothesize that such neurons are responding to a nominal depolarization sufficient
to cause low-frequency rhythmic firing but that the regenerative mode begins causing
stereotyped, high-frequency-only firing after the first or second rhythmic spike of the
normal response. Such epileptogenic regions also contain neurons firing in less stereo-
typed burst patterns : many such labile firing patterns may be more readily explained
by a large depolarizing wave 4 driving the rhythmic firing mode to proportional firing
frequencies .

The conditions which activate the regenerative mode are unknown ; however,
the underlying delayed depolarizations are thought to result from antidromic invasion
of a dendritic tree by a spike 20 . Chronic partial deafferentation often results in shrun-
ken, truncated dendritic trees 1L ,23, a picture which is strikingly similar to epileptogenic
cerebral cortex 27 . Chronic deafferentation of lateral cuneate nucleus (LCN) neurons 17
produces bursting firing patterns ; these seem to be exaggerated versions of the doublet
firing patterns observed in many normal LCN cells, again suggesting extra spikes
evoked by delayed depolarizations . Deafferentation, in this view, makes the regenera-
tive mode more probable and alters termination so that more high-frequency spikes
occur before shutoff .

The regenerative mode has the property that it magnifies a normal response
(multiple spikes in place of one) ; high-frequency bursts furthermore should be an
exceedingly potent stimulus to downstream cells 4,21,22 . Judging from the widespread
reports of delayed depolarizations (for cortical PT cells, see Fig . 7 in ref. 18), the re-
generative mode could be a latent property of many CNS neurons . It may be that,
in a manner analogous to the classical denervation supersensitivity to transmitter
substances 19 , deafferentation serves as a stimulus for the regenerative mode. Indeed,
disuse may be the adequate stimulus, e.g ., lack of previous activity may multiply the
response when a spike does finally occur . Such an automatic gain control, if it exists in
repetitive firing mechanisms, would have considerably different properties from those
expected from denervation supersensitivity .
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